
CL500 Essential Series
Top-Load Coolers

Features:

Options:

The CL500 Essential Series Top-Load Coolers provides you with the same heavy-duty framework and 
internal hardware of the high-end coolers traditionally leased and sold through by professional water 
delivery companies, but at a signi�cant cost savings. While they are durable enough to withstand 
years of abuse and heavy tra�c, they also have a sleek, modern design that �ts perfectly into any 
home or o�ce decor, and a whisper-quiet running sound that will ensure they go unnoticed except 
when they are in use.

• High-e�ciency compressor with the lowest cycle rate available ensures a long lifespan
• Convection cooling with internally spring-mounted, hermetically sealed compressor with automatic

overload protector
• High-volume, 304 electro polished stainless steel hot and cold tanks with internal heating coils and

copper refrigerant lines ensure no o� taste to water

CL500: Hot & Cold, White
CL505: Cook & Cold, White
CL520: Hot & Cold, Black
CL525: Cook & Cold, Black

CL500 CL505 CL520 CL525

HIGHEST QUALITY.
LOWEST PRICES.
LARGEST SELECTION.



Cabinet:
One piece UV-protected high density polyethylene (HDPE) 
blow cabinet. Eliminates the problem of rust and corrosion. 
Superior resistance to UV degradation. One piece blow 
molded cabinet is designed to allow cleanning and quick 
cabinet removal for convenient service. Handle on the 
back of the unit enable transport of the water cooler.

Faucets:
Durable polypropylene. Self closing type. Easy to operate.

Drip Tray:
One piece ABS drip tray is easily removed for cleaning.

Cold Water Tank:
Hygienic stainless steel. External refrigerant evaporator. 
Mechanically wrapped around tank. Removable insulation 
in molded expanded bead polystyrene contaminant 
resistant design. Adjustable cold water termostat.

Cold Water Thermostat:
Temperature is controlled to 35.6°F-53.6°F (2°C-12°C)

Refrigerant Type:
R134a

Refrigeration Unit:
Convection cooled condenser, internally spring mounted 
hermetically sealed compressor with automatic overload 
protector. No lubricant needed. Refrigerant is controlled by 
accurately calibrated capillary tube. Quiet operation by the 
optimum design. Highly efficient cooling function.

Electrical:
110V - 120V (±10%) 50/60Hz provided with power cord.

Start enjoying chilled water for drinking or baking. Experience the convenience of hot water for instant
beverages, cereal, soups and tea, all at your �ngertips with the Brio CL500 series cooler. This high-quality water 
cooler includes a full internal steel frame and a UV protected, high density polyethylene outer shell that is not 
only durable but easy to clean. The CL500 features a hygienic stainless steel water tank. It comes with a no spill 
top that �ts 3-5 gal bottles. The one piece ABS drip tray is removable for easy cleaning and the entire unit is a 
breeze to move with a built in heavy duty handle on the back. The Brio CL500 water dispenser comes with a cold 
water thermostat so you can control the water temperature to your preference. Hot water is �xed at 185°F by an 
automatic thermostat, and has a child proof faucet.

BOTTLED WATER COOLER SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications

Cold Tank:

Hot Tank:

Item Number:

Function:

Power Supply:

Volume of Tank:

Consumption:

Capacity:

Volume of Tank:

Consumption:

Capacity:

Net Dimension:

Net Weight:

White - CL500 (HC) CL505 (CC)

Black - CL520 (HC) CL525 (CC)

Hot & Cold / Cook & Cold

AC 110-120V 50HZ/60HZ

4L

85W

5°C~10°C  2L/H

1.2L

425W

85°C~95°C  5L/H

12.6” x 12.6” x 38.6”

31 lbs.
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